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A DAZZLING NEW COLLECTION FROM ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT POETS OF THE

TWENTIETH CENTURY In White Egrets, Derek Walcott treats the characteristic subjects of his

careerâ€•the Caribbean's complex colonial legacy, his love of the Western literary tradition, the

wisdom that comes through the passing of time, the always strange joys of new love, and the

sometimes terrifying beauty of the natural worldâ€•with an intensity and drive that recall his greatest

work. Through the mesmerizing repetition of theme and imagery, Walcott creates an almost surflike

cadence, broadening the possibilities of rhyme and meter, poetic form and language. White Egrets

is a moving new collection from one of the most important poets of the twentieth centuryâ€•a

celebration of the life and language of the West Indies. It is also a triumphant paean to beauty, love,

art, andâ€•perhaps most surprisinglyâ€•getting older.
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if you ask me to name my favorite poet, without hestitation i would answer derek walcott. any

collection of poems by walcott is reason for a personal celebration, White Egrets no less, and in my

enthusiasm i would hope that you find in the poems in this book by mr walcott at least some of the

pleasure that i do.when speaking of poetry, there's always talk of the line. one from White Egrets

chosen at random:`hide her face in mist and the barred sun shrivel'i remove my finger from the page

and look up and see the line is from the poem, Epithalamium: The Rainy Season. an epithalamium

is a wedding song, and the poem was written `For Stephanos and Heather', a couple who means

nothing to me, but who must be very special to mr walcott for him to dedicate a poem to them. their



wedding in a rainy season is captured in the one line i selected at random; the mist become veil and

the sun shrivel the appearance as the folds created by the drape of the veil, as well as being an

allusion to a shakespearean sonnet. any line by walcott would reveal as many gifts. as a reader i am

honored to be recipient of his poems, several of them, like White Egrets, for and in memory of his

friends, like the joseph of white egrets, his good friend and fellow nobel laureate holder, joseph

brodsky.
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